Managing work disability to help patients return to the job

Improving the timeliness and quality of your guidance on work disability lessens the impact of health problems on patients’ lives and livelihoods.

All clinicians who have patients who are employed play an essential role in work disability programs—whether or not those clinicians have received formal training in occupational health. A study found that primary care clinicians are asked to provide guidance about work activities in nearly 10% of their patient encounters; however, 25% of those clinicians thought they had little influence over work disability outcomes.¹

In this article, we explain why it is important for family physicians to better manage work disability at the point of care, to help patients return to their pre-injury or pre-illness level of activity.

Why managing the duration of work disability matters

Each year, millions of American workers leave their jobs—temporarily or permanently—because of illness, injury, or the effects of a chronic condition.² It is estimated that 893 million workdays are lost annually due to a new medical problem; an additional 527 million workdays are lost due to the impact of chronic health conditions on the ability to perform at work.³ The great majority of these lost workdays are the result of personal health conditions, not work-related problems; patients must therefore cope with the accompanying disruption of life and work.

Significant injury and illness can create a life crisis, especially when there is uncertainty about future livelihood, such as an income shortfall during a lengthy recovery. Only 40% of the US workforce is covered by a short-term disability insurance program; only 10% of low-wage and low-skill workers have this type of coverage.⁴ Benefits rarely replace loss of income entirely, and worker compensation insurance programs provide only partial wage replacement.

In short, work disability is destabilizing and can threaten overall well-being.⁵
Furthermore, the longer a person remains on temporary disability, the more likely that person is to move to a publicly funded disability program or leave the workforce entirely—thus, potentially losing future earnings and self-identity related to being a working member of society.6-8

Most of the annual cost of poor health for US employers derives from medical and wage benefits ($226 billion) and impaired or reduced employee performance ($223 billion).9 In addition, temporarily disabled workers likely account for a disproportionate share of health care costs: A study found that one-half of medical and pharmacy payments were paid out to the one-quarter of employees requiring disability benefits.9

Benefits of staying on the job. Research shows that there are physical and mental health benefits to remaining at, or returning to, work after an injury or illness.10,11 For example, in a longitudinal cohort of people with low back pain, immediate or early return to work (in 1-7 days) was associated with reduced pain and improved functioning at 3 months.12 Physicians who can guide patients safely back to normal activities, including work, minimize the physical and mental health impact of the injury or illness and avoid chronicity.13

Emphasizing the importance of health, not disease or injury
Health researchers have found that diagnosis, cause, and extent of morbidity do not adequately explain observed variability in the impact of health conditions, utilization of resources, or need for services. A wider view of the functional implications of an injury or illness is therefore required for physicians to effectively recommend disability duration.

The World Health Organization recommends a shift toward a more holistic view of health, impairment, and disability, including an emphasis on functional ability, intrinsic capacity, and environmental context.14 The American Medical Association, American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, and Canadian Medical Association emphasize that prolonged absence from one’s normal role can be detrimental to mental, physical, and social well-being.8 These advisory groups recommend that physicians encourage patients who are unable to work to (1) focus on restoring the rhythm of their everyday life in a stepwise fashion and (2) resume their usual responsibilities as soon as possible.

Advising a patient to focus on “what you can do,” not “what you can’t do,” might make all the difference in their return to productivity. Keeping the patient’s—as well as your own—attention focused on the positive process of recovery and documenting evidence of functional progress is an important addition to (or substitute for) detailed inquiries about pain and dysfunction.

Why does duration of disability vary so much from case to case?
Disability duration is influenced by the individual patient, employer, physician, jurisdiction, insurer or benefits structure, and access to care.15 For you to effectively manage a patient who is out of work for a medical reason, it is important to understand how nonmedical variables often influence the pace of recovery and the timing of return to work (FIGURE).

Deficient communication. Often, employers, insurers, third-party administrators, and clinicians—each a key stakeholder in disability care—are disconnected from one another, resulting in poor communication with the injured worker. Such fragmented communication can delay treatment and recovery.16 Data systems are not designed to measure the duration of disability or provide proactive notification for key stakeholders who might intervene to facilitate a patient’s recovery.

Alternatively, a collaborative approach to disability management has been shown to improve outcomes.17,18 Communication among the various professionals involved can be coordinated and expedited by a case manager or disability manager hired by the medical practice, the employer, or the insurance company.

Psychosocial and economic influences can radically affect the time it takes to return to pre-injury or pre-illness functional status. Demographic variables (age, sex, income, education, and support system) influence how a person responds to a debilitating injury or
Medical and nonmedical variables can influence the duration of life–work disruption
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- **Job satisfaction** has been identified as the most significant variable associated with prompt return to work. Work has many health-enhancing aspects, including socio-economic status, psychosocial support, and self-identity; however, not everyone wants, or feels ready, to go back to work even once they are physically able. Workplace variables, such as the patient–employee’s dislike of the position, coworkers, or manager, have been cited by physicians as leading barriers to returning to work at an appropriate time.

- **Other external variables.** Physicians should formulate activity prescriptions and medical restrictions based on the impact the medical condition has on the usual ability to function, as well as the anticipated impact of specific activities on the body’s natural healing process. However, Rainville and colleagues found that external variables—patient requests, employer characteristics, and jurisdiction issues—considerably influence physicians’ recommendations. For example, benefit structure might influence how long a patient wants to remain out of work—thus altering the requests they make to their physician. Jurisdictional characteristics, such as health care systems, state workers’ compensation departments, and payer systems, all influence a patient’s recovery timeline and time away from work.

**What does your patient need so that they can recover?** Individual and systemic factors must be appropriately addressed to minimize the impact that recovery from a disability has on a person’s life. Successful functional recovery enables the person to self-manage symptoms, reduce disruption-associated stress, preserve mental health, and maintain healthy relationships at home and work. An example is the patient who has suc-
cessfully coped with the entire predicament that their medical condition posed and resumed their usual daily routine and responsibilities at home and at work—albeit sometimes with temporary or permanent modification necessitated by their specific condition.

**Strategies that help patients stay at, or return to, their job**

Physicians who anticipate, monitor, and actively manage the duration of a work disability can improve patient outcomes by minimizing life disruption, avoiding unnecessary medical care, and shortening the period of absence from work.

- **Key strategy: Set expectations** for functional recovery early in the episode, including a forecast of how long it will take to get life and work back to normal. This is similar to discussing expectations about pain before surgery, which has been shown to decrease subsequent requests for opioids. It is crucial to educate the patient about timelines, define functional outcomes, and encourage them to set goals for recovery.

- **Devise an evidence-based treatment plan.** A fundamental way to reduce disability duration is to (1) devise a treatment plan that is evidence based and (2) take the most effective route to recovery. Given the pace with which medical research changes the understanding of diseases and treatments, it is essential to rely on up-to-date, comprehensive, independent, and authoritative resources to support your care decisions.

    Aligning clinical practice with evidence-based medicine (EBM) is a good way to accomplish that goal. By definition, EBM practice guidelines recommend the safest and most effective treatments after unbiased assessment of the best available research. Increasingly, EBM is adopted to improve clinical and functional outcomes, establish national standards of care, and set criteria to evaluate clinical performance.

- **Utilize established guidelines.** A tactic that can make it easier to discuss return to work with patients is to rely on an independent and authoritative reference set of codified disability duration guidelines, which, typically, can be searched by diagnosis, procedure, or presenting symptoms. Such guidelines provide a condition-specific expected duration of work disability in the form of number of days, with shortest, typical, and maximum durations for different levels of job demands. If necessary, you can then adjust the guideline’s estimated duration to account for the patient’s age, underlying state of health, comorbidities, and so forth.

    The use of disability duration guidelines at the point of care can facilitate the process of setting early and appropriate expectations for a patient’s recovery. If a patient is confrontational in response to your recommendation on the duration of work disability, guidelines can be used to address specific objections and facilitate understanding of functional recovery.

- **Consider the employer’s needs.** To support return-to-work efforts, your guidance about work should consider the employer’s business needs. Employers require that the patient’s abilities, restrictions, and limitations be described in concrete terms because they must decide which specific tasks are unsafe and which ones they can reasonably expect the recovering worker to perform. However, employers often fail to send information to the physician about the patient’s job tasks—such that the clinician must rely on patient self-reporting, which might be inaccurate, incomplete, or biased. 15 When a patient needs protection against foreseeable harm, highlight specific activities that are currently unsafe on the recovery timeline.

    Employers rely on the physician to (1) estimate what the patient can do and (2) describe work ability in clear, objective terms that both patient and employer can interpret (TABLE). For example, “no heavy lifting” might be hard for an employer to interpret; “may lift 10 pounds from the floor to the waist as many as 12 times an hour” might be applied in a more practical manner to help a patient return to work safely. Including specific numbers, rates, and metrics in activity restrictions can also help demonstrate improvement over the course of treatment.

- **Be clear and specific on work restrictions.** During recovery, it is important to tell the patient which temporary work restrictions are intended to prevent further injury or recurrence (prophylactic work restrictions).
and which are an estimate of what they are able to do safely at work (capacity-based restrictions). Your written work restrictions form should be kept separate from private medical information because those restrictions will be the basis of subsequent conversations between patient and employer, who should be invited to give feedback if the guidance needs revision or clarification.

Employer programs, such as modified duty, transitional duty, or early return to work programs, have been found to resolve claims faster and improve recovery outcomes. Such programs might also reduce occupational stress and improve productivity when an employee realizes that their functional abilities are matched to realistic job expectations during recovery. You can play an important role in empowering your patients to seek out these support programs.

What’s ahead for managing disability durations?

Work disability duration is influenced by the complex mix of biological, psychosocial, and economic variables that we have touched on here. All stakeholders involved in the recovery process should support the patient’s ability to live life with as few restrictions as possible; you play a key role in their recovery by focusing on ability, highlighting remaining capabilities, emphasizing activities that are safe to perform, and encouraging acceptance of, and adaptation to, any irrevocable losses.

This is a holistic approach that might help patients overcome the stress and anxiety associated with major life events arising from illness or injury that trigger disability benefits. Open communication and establishing a shared goal, among all involved, of the best possible outcome increases the likelihood that working patients will return to their familiar life or find another positive path forward.

Using EBM and disability duration guidelines can help decrease the length of life–work disruption by ensuring that patients are given a diagnosis, treated, and managed appropriately. Although these practices have been adopted by some physicians, health care systems, and insurers, they are not being implemented systematically and are unlikely to become ubiquitous unless they are mandated by payers or by law.

Family physicians are front-line providers for America’s workforce. They are distinctly situated to help patients achieve their best life at home and work. Improving the timeliness and quality of work guidance provided by the physician is an important way to minimize the impact of health problems on working people’s lives and livelihoods—and to help them stay employed.
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Keep the patient’s attention on the positive process of recovery, and document evidence of functional progress.
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